What is Evil Cats? Evil Cats is the first NFT that provides mini-games with your very own customized character. Not all NFT's have to play by the rules and have to be all designed within the confines of what is available by the originating artist... or do a funny surprise like the whole "egg" trend ... With evil cats you can customize and accessorize and as well design yourself the fur and view of how your cat looks. We're hoping will open the world to allow artists to freely create their own unique cats as art work / collectables. So far here is mix of features that makes Evil Cats unique:

- mini games in which you can earn
- air drops randomly / frequently from your cat
- easy to use multiplatform (PC/iOS, browser-based)
- fun p2p features to operate your cat in the community
- 3d and not 2d
- interesting supportive and passionate community
- quick releases, no over promising, and under delivering.

We propose that the we would like the community to be heavily involved in game development, and additionally that Evil cat early adopters will be adjusted and setup for success.
Evil Cats is working to do things a little different than how people are doing NFT gaming, we have been carefully selecting specific talent to help with the marketing and community development. Once the beta version will be complete Evil Cats will engage non-crypto influencers and some famous Twitchers, Tiktokers, come one come all, we don't judge. We're always looking for ways to excel forward! Share them in our telegram.

With the continuous game updates, exchange listings and advertising to crypto and non-crypto audiences, Evil Cats will steadily grow its userbase, and as well when people catch word their cats find fun rewards, we have no doubts they will want one of their own stupid cats too...

We will have 3969 cats, or until we decide to pause... About that number? Idk it looks evil to me, what do you think? and also we will be white listing people piece by piece so we can scale accordingly. And as well, who wouldn't want a piece of the action! We're going to be a collectable you can earn on, so there is no reason not to want to keep it. Even without a cat a user can indeed grab / collect some tradable items.

Airdrops / Prizes: Based on participation, we will be dropping various items, through your special minted cats randomly. So each time you login, you have an opportunity to some special surprises :)

Go to Market Strategy
We are different because...

Branded airdrops from some cool companies, maybe even redeem for real?

We allow and encourage customizations!

Your Brand here

Branded airdrops from some cool companies, maybe even redeem for real?
Roadmap: where are we?

SEPTEMBER 1ST, 2021
Journey Begins
The first Solidity contract starts to be built + frontend marketplace, socials setup, domains configured etc.

SEPTEMBER 14TH, 2021
3D Models
Dozens of 3d models are produced as items + our main cat model gets rigged + animated.

SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2021
TestNet let's go
We go live on testnet, and the first ever EvilCat NFT is minted and marketplace established! :)

OCTOBER 1ST, 2021
Cat Spawn complete
Our mechanism to design cats is completed, now we can load in custom items, and as well design our cats
Roadmap: where want to go?

OCTOBER 15TH, 2021
Secure some funding
Let's boost this concept and get it the attention it needs.

OCTOBER 20TH 2021
Invite some people in
People from our lovely community can poke around inside freely and enjoy rewards.

OCTOBER 31TH 2021
Promote, Promote, Promote
Get our Project on the top NFT websites, make some specialized cats for influencers, celebs, etc.

NOVEMBER 15TH 2021
Establish first brand deal
Bring in a reputable brand to do a collaboration with.
The Team

We believe that our team is pretty cool, and we hope and believe that we will get the necessary traction to grow. We only have one core value, and that is if we like something, we do it. We're all from different places, hell one of our guys is signed by Sony Entertainment, and our cofounder in the fintech space working on solutions for the traditional banking system. So we have some pretty diverse but skilled talent indeed.

Our Motto

"Deviate from the rest and do something different, and have fun!"

DJ Allen
Creator / Founder

Maks Krasinov
Brand Licensing

Nikhil Jain
Developer

Kuro 엘리아스
3D Designer

Ali Wasif
Solidity Developer

Remigiusz Debless
3D Designer

Tim Wehrle
Community Strategist
We believe (1) account (1) wallet - so no multiple wallets. Your inventory is based on your wallet address and as well your wallet. Yes you maybe have multiple cats, that's not an issue. No worries at all, you can even assemble a squad, get some set items for them to give them some consistency for you OCD people like me (the guy that is writing this)

When you login, you input your e-mail. COPPA, protect though okay? Gotta be of age here.
Ecosystem + Rewards

Get rewards by logging in and seeing your damn cat. They might have something interesting for you! :) Also, play mini games to redeem prizes.

Trade and collect items for your cat, hey, let the brands get in on the fun! :) and also let your cat flex at the same time I guess.

Airdrops can be from brands as well, we can give exclusive things to people if they participate :)

Games do not always have to have a specific rhyme or beat. Switch it up, because we CAN! We can change the game play any time we would like. And players can use their cats or "pets" in this echo - system I mean ecosystem.

![Diagram of ecosystem with air drops / rewards and evil cat owners]
The Evil bastards themselves...

Aye!!
Exclusive to you
A never ending supply of items... lots of items. It's amazing.
Through the web based application users will be able to play mini games with their evil cat and as well participate in fun "airdrops" in which their cat will capture. After in which they can equip or interact with their cat or sell or gift to other friends.

While it is currently unknown what token we will use for in game currency, we are considering creating our own called the SNAX token which will allow the users to be able to purchase in game NFT’s as well as unlock exclusive games or opportunities for their cats.

Mini games (Browser-based):
Focus on the strategic aspects of the game, by claiming and owning land and trading resources. Build your intergalactic economic empire!
Some items will be worth more than others, and maybe someone will want to complete a set for the cat. This way they can wait until the cat’s complete set comes out. I.E. santa outfit... we will have a santa hat, some boots, a beard and as well a bag + candy cane. That would be considered a complete set... from that set, we can also incorporate things such as "Brand Licensing" - whereas Evil Cats could feature a brand named product in the mix.

Potential brands to do licensing deals with:

VETEMENTS  GUCCI  D&G
Artificial Intelligence! (Open AI) to be specific will keep things interesting.. Your cat will have a new story every day. This will be a nice little log we can keep, and with hope we can achieve that no one story is the same.. because hey it's a new day, and so should the conscious angry jerky cats. But hey... we can't promise what they do or say is nice... but we will leave that up to the creative... The artificial intelligent demon will choose your destiny

**TODAY'S STORY**

Kitty doesn’t think highly of you... today she pounced onto your face. You found some of your belongings shredded on the floor, and because she thinks that you are stupid she knows you will buy her more things to destroy. Everyone knows cats are the superiors beings.
Other NFT projects

- Not customizable (You get what you get)
- No addons or accessories
- Doesn't do anything (just a piece of art)
- Will not interact with you
- Does not give you additional rewards
- Does not have custom schemes
- Does not do brand licensing deals
Slowly but surely we will continue to grow our brand through other Evil Pet Ventures - Perhaps Evil Dogs, Alpacas, the lists goes on! We’re looking to grow and build our team. Just reach out to us :)

The Goals
- Work with some reputable brands
- Grow a awesome community
- Make fun giveaways
- Keep producing fun mini-games
- Actually drop users real tangible items
- Produce real 3d prints of items / cats or toys
- Charity to pet projects

Evil Pets (TBA)

The Goals
Slowly but surely we will continue to grow our brand through other Evil Pet Ventures - Perhaps Evil Dogs, Alpacas, the lists goes on! We’re looking to grow and build our team. Just reach out to us :)

Thanks for your time!
Join Our Community

Community will be heavily involved in game development so Evil cat early adopters will be adjusted and setup for success.

So it would be a pleasure if you joined us on discord, telegram or instagram.

Email: hello@evilpets.com
Domain: evilcats.com